
TA L K I N G  TA C T I C S
By Peter Cornwall

Everything is planned to the letter.

And if the letter is not written pretty much perfectly, it’s wiped off the 
whiteboard and written again.

Mark Stone knows there’s no such thing as perfection – but that doesn’t 
mean you shouldn’t aim for it.

Stone set his sights high when he took on the job as Glenelg coach for the 
2018 season. Like the incomparable Neil Kerley, the leader who turned 
the Tigers around in the late 1960s, Stone would never accept anyone not 
putting everything into what they were doing, not giving themselves the 
best possible chance to achieve the best possible outcome.

And Stone certainly put his heart and soul into everything he did at the Bay. 
Like it was with Kerls, it was the start of something big. All the planning, 
all the preparation, all the perfectly-written instructions that filled the 
whiteboard, all were worth it in that famous moment immortalised by 
Gordon Anderson’s photo, when Stone, arms raised in triumph, pretty 
much falls into the arms of Michael Virgin a split-second after the siren 
sounded to end the 2019 grand final.

It wasn’t just about preparation with Stone, either. His match day coaching 
was phenomenal. He had what almost appeared a sixth sense with 
his ability to read the game from up in the coaches’ box. He could see, 
simultaneously, which Glenelg players weren’t sticking to his side’s highly-
planned structures, which opposition players were about to, or were, 
causing problems that needed to be countered, to keep an eye on who was 
coming or going from the interchange benches of both sides and, because 
of his remarkable understanding of everything that was going on, he had 
an almost eerie ability to be able to predict what was about to unfold.

Darcy Bailey loves the tactics of modern footy. It’s a trait he inherited 
from his late father Dean, a former Glenelg club champion who was a 
highly-regarded AFL coach. Darcy loved what Stone brought to the club in 
2018, thrived amid the structures, system and statistics Stone had at his 
fingertips and rode the wave to grand final glory.

“A genius,” is how Bailey described his ability to strategise, read the game 
and quickly react to it, while also motivating his charges. There are few 
mentors who have all these qualities. “I probably didn’t realise how much 
an impact a really good coach can have.”
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You only have to look at his whiteboard instructions for the Tigers’ grand 
final against Port Adelaide to see the amount of detail he went into.

Bailey was immediately “blown away” by Stone’s attention to detail – and 
his photographic memory. “He had been at the club for maybe a week and 
we had this meeting and he knew every single player’s number,” Bailey 
recalled. “He would go ‘Bails’ and he would write No. 9 up on the board, he 
would go ‘Reyno’ seven but it wasn’t just the older guys, it was a guy who 
had been there a year or was a first-year player, he would go, bang, 52, and 
he would know every single person’s number.”

He earned immediate respect from the players, who realised he “hasn’t 
only got 15 guys he’s going to worry about.” It was ‘all in’.

But that doesn’t mean everyone immediately embraced this now famous 
catchy.

“Every club would have meetings at the start of the year where they would 
talk about the words we want to put up … you would have the meeting and 
you would just go away from it and wouldn’t mention it again,” said Bailey, 
recalling Aaron Joseph stood up and said, “Na, we’ve done these meetings 
before … they’re just going to be words”. But Stone was going to burn the 
words into the players’ psyches.

“It was ‘All In’ and ‘Discipline’ and ‘Tough’. Every single time he would refer 
back to the trademark and everything would fall under those categories. 
It would be up in the rooms, it would be on the powerpoint presentations.”

He demanded high standards and strong team-first behaviours. Early 
on Darcy wanted to talk tactics with Stone, offering some thoughts and 
suggestions. But it was, first things first. “We need to get the behaviours 
right.”

This was the major goal as the Bays set off shakily into the 2018 campaign 
with three wins from 12 games after Stone’s late arrival in Adelaide. “He 
loves human nature and why do we do things and what do we revert back 
to and all that type of stuff,” said Bailey, noting the homework and reading 
the coach would do to try to find an edge. “He was massive on habits. He 
used to talk about how it takes 66 days on average for a habit to be properly 
created.”

Stone’s love for and knowledge of statistics meant he often would do things 
like accurately predict how much contested ball the opposition would get 
on a given day and set the target for how many his men would need to beat 
them. The numbers were always relevant to how his men could improve, 
leading to creating a winning culture. So one day early on Stone asked 
the group if anyone knew how long it took to form a habit. Bailey knew 
Stone was determined to form the sort of behaviours and habits that were 
needed for success and had done some reading of his own. After being 
unsure whether to answer or not, Bailey blurted out “66 days”. Stone knew 
Bailey was serious about driving better standards as well.

Bailey reckons it was just about 66 days before things started to turn 
around in 2018,

How the Bays went about winning the 2019 grand 
final against Port Adelaide. The meticulous planning 
of coach Mark Stone was carried out to the letter.
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‘All In’, ‘Discipline’ and ‘Tough’ were becoming habits and “we just went 
bang”, winning the last six games of the season, setting the side up for a 
major push in 2019.

And there were more numbers involved. “We tried to keep teams under 
70 (points) – that was our rule,” Bailey said. In the first five of those six 
successive wins Stone’s men did just that, while, in the sixth, reigning 
back-to-back premier Sturt finished on 80 but Glenelg ended up with 85.

There were other KPIs the Tigers had to hit. One was contested ball, the 
magic number being 148 for a game. “If we got that we were at least in the 
game … giving ourselves a chance to win it.” Kicks should be between 200-
220 with handballs 120-130.

“Obviously, two to one is the perfect ratio if you can get that,” Bailey said. 
Stone’s philosophy was you would only use handball to set up the kicker and 
then you kicked … over-handball and you would just get yourself into trouble.

“When we started winning those games it was like, from then on you could 
see the game plan that he wanted to do was working.”

Stone continually pushed “reliable over remarkable” and good habits and 
strong belief snowballed in 2019, the Tigers charging headlong towards 
their drought-breaking flag. When Stone made a move or told players what 
to do “it’s like bang, yep, we’re doing it,” Bailey said, not because Stone was 
a strong disciplinarian but “because you had that much confidence in 
what he was doing”.

Stone had come from an AFL environment in which players were 
professional and could be called on at all times for tactical meetings, reviews 

and training sessions. And footy remained all-consuming for Stone at the 
Bay. “He loves it. He can’t get enough of it,” Bailey said. “At 7.30 on a Sunday 
morning an email would come through and he’s put some footage up, at 11 
o’clock another night, he’s put something up …he left no stone unturned.”

The constraints and demands of coaching in the SANFL took some getting 
used to but Stone knew not to overload his players, who were working for 
a living, with too much information in the short time he had to work with 
them.

“He had this huge attention to detail but he would know how much 
information to give you in any meeting,” Bailey said. “He would know 
at a Thursday night meeting probably 10 minutes would be the max he 
would get out of them. He would tell you some of the tactics, then he would 
intentionally hold off and on game day he would add in another one or two 
things. So it was fresh in your mind.”

While his tactical nous and reading of the game is elite, Bailey said Stone 
also was “incredibly motivating”. His passion was infectious and “he would 
find a way to bring up a story and have a theme for the week … even old 
stories of his own.”

“You would leave the room thinking, ‘let’s go’,” Bailey said. “His speeches 
were just brilliant.” There was always a clear theme or message “to get 
everyone up and about”.

Stone could be ruthless and “at the start it probably shocked a few people”. 
But Bailey has no doubt the squad was well-and-truly ready for what the 
single-minded, straight-shooting new coach brought to the table.
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“We had a group of about 12 Glenelg players, who had been there for seven 
or so years, then you add in a couple of young guys who are potentially 
getting drafted and bring in a few imports or ex-AFL guys and he was just 
the perfect coach to come in at that time with the tactical side if it.”

The ‘Triple Threat’ in the forward line was another barometer for success. 
It was the total of marks, tackles and ground balls inside 50m. “I think 
there was a stat that, if it was below 40, we would potentially lose but if 
it was above 40, every time we had won.” Bailey was playing as a small 
forward, and trying to lift the Triple Threat tally to 40 every week kept him 
motivated. “It was good having that goal. I was like, we’ve got to crumb and 
get the ground ball and chase and tackle and if we can get 10 a quarter, if 
we can get those stats, we know we are going to win.”

Stone, who studied footage to learn everything you possibly could about 
the opposition’s strength and weaknesses and game style, could think on 
his feet when things went wrong. His preparation for game day included a 
list of ‘what-ifs’, in other words, a Plan B plenty of coaches in recent times 
have been criticised for not having.

He adapted to whatever was happening on the field quickly, never waiting 
for quarter-time or half-time but making decisive adjustments.

So, by the time the 2019 grand final came around, the whiteboards full of 
meticulously recorded colour-coded instructions were anything but daunting 
for Stone’s men, who had learned so much in two years and come so far.

“It had become habit,” Bailey said of knowing their roles and following 
their instructions. “We were used to that.”

It was one of those good habits. It was a winning one.

Top: Even after they had won the grand final, coach Mark 
Stone went through a review of the game in the Adelaide Oval 
changerooms. You reckon the players would have enjoyed 
what they heard this time. Photo: Gordon Anderson

Above: The players’ self-
evaluation sheets were all 
about honest feedback, one 
of Mark Stone’s mantras.
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